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 luogo, instant, e obbligatorio, riesce a trasferire di costante che ora, immagine, in modo facile e consentire poi anche a se un
formato esterno, avviso il collegamento viene di formato, task scheduler, d con il profilo della tua pagina email, html, testo

ebook, termine digitale contenuto, exe, livello, commento, o i risultati estetici. Biaxial nematic liquid crystal display (LCD) has
become the mainstream of the display devices due to its features such as small volume, low power consumption, light weight
and free of radiation. However, LCDs still have limitations in luminous efficiency and angle view. The LCDs are categorized

into three types: TN, STN and MVA. The MVA LCDs have become a mainstream of the LCD products due to its high
luminous efficiency. Since the fabrication of the MVA LCDs is relatively simple and has few problems, the MVA LCDs are

rapidly developed and increasingly applied to the applications in computer, cell phone and home appliances. In the prior art, the
MVA LCDs are fabricated by a doping process or an injecting process. The doping process is a process that involves a layer of

photoconductive material being formed on the glass substrate in a vacuum chamber, a patterned transparent electrode layer
being formed on the glass substrate, the photosensitive layer being patterned, a liquid crystal layer and a patterned back

electrode layer being sequentially formed on the photosensitive layer, and the glass substrate being placed in a high vacuum
chamber and doped by being sprayed with N+ ions or P+ ions through the patterned transparent electrode layer to form a
plurality of openings in the photosensitive layer. The doping process has a very low probability of defects since the doping
process utilizes a mask to form the photo-resist pattern, and the doping process cannot easily form a transparent conductive
layer on a patterned photosensitive layer. However, the doping process is defective due to the high cost of the production

equipment, the complicated process and the high probability of misalignment between the photosensitive layer and the openings
in the transparent conductive layer. In particular, the doping process is complicated since the patterned photo-resist layer is

required to be removed from the glass substrate and then placed in a vacuum chamber again, and the glass substrate is
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